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are in addition to reporting requirements under applicable state law and
requirements described at § 660.303(b).
(1) Reporting requirements for any Pacific whiting shoreside first receiver—(i)
Responsibility for compliance. The Pacific whiting shoreside first receiver is
responsible for compliance with all reporting requirements described in this
paragraph.
(ii) General requirements. All records
or reports required by this paragraph
must: be maintained in English, be accurate, be legible, be based on local
time, and be submitted in a timely
manner as required in paragraph
(e)(1)(iv) of this section.
(iii) Required information. All Pacific
whiting shoreside first receivers must
provide the following types of information: date of landing, Pacific whiting
shoreside vessel that made the delivery, gear type used, first receiver,
round weights of species landed listed
by species or species group including
species with no value, number of salmon by species, number of Pacific halibut, and any other information
deemed necessary by the Regional Administrator as specified on the appropriate electronic fish ticket form.
(iv) Electronic fish ticket submissions.
The Pacific whiting shoreside first receiver must:
(A) Sort all fish, prior to first weighing, by species or
species groups as specified at § 660.370
(h)(6)(iii).
(B) Include as part of each electronic
fish ticket submission, the actual scale
weight for each groundfish species as
specified by requirements at § 660.373
(j)(2)(i) and the Pacific whiting shoreside vessel identification number.
(C) Use for the purpose of submitting
electronic fish tickets, and maintain in
good working order, computer equipment
as
specified
at
§ 660.373
(j)(2)(ii)(A);
(D) Install, use, and update as necessary, any NMFS-approved software
described at § 660.373 (j)(2)(ii)(B);
(E) Submit a completed electronic
fish ticket for every landing that includes 4,000 lb (1,814 kg) or more of Pacific whiting (round weight equivalent)
no later than 24 hours after the date
the fish are received, unless a waiver of
this requirement has been granted

under provisions specified at paragraph
(e)(1) (vii) of this section.
(v) Revising a submitted electronic fish
ticket submission. In the event that a
data error is found, electronic fish
ticket submissions may be revised by
resubmitting the revised form. Electronic fish tickets are to be used for
the submission of final data. Preliminary data, including estimates of fish
weights or species composition, shall
not be submitted on electronic fish
tickets.
(vi) Retention of records. [Reserved]
(vii) Waivers for submission of electronic fish tickets upon written request.
On a case-by-case basis, a temporary
written waiver of the requirement to
submit electronic fish tickets may be
granted by the Assistant Regional Administrator or designee if he/she determines that circumstances beyond the
control of a Pacific whiting shoreside
first receiver would result in inadequate data submissions using the electronic fish ticket system. The duration
of the waiver will be determined on a
case-by-case basis.
(viii) Reporting requirements when a
temporary waiver has been granted. Pacific whiting shoreside first receivers
that have been granted a temporary
waiver from the requirement to submit
electronic fish tickets must submit on
paper the same data as is required on
electronic fish tickets within 24 hours
of the date received during the period
that the waiver is in effect. Paper fish
tickets must be sent by facsimile to
NMFS, Northwest Region, Sustainable
Fisheries Division, 206–526–6736 or by
delivering it in person to 7600 Sand
Point Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115. The
requirements for submissions of paper
tickets in this paragraph are separate
from, and in addition to existing state
requirements for landing receipts or
fish receiving tickets.
(2) [Reserved]
[68 FR 62381, Nov. 4, 2003, as amended at 69
FR 11124, Mar. 9, 2004; 69 FR 31755, June 7,
2004; 69 FR 42348, July 15, 2004; 71 FR 10620,
Mar. 2, 2006; 72 FR 50910, Sept. 5, 2007; 72 FR
69168, Dec. 7, 2007; 74 FR 9886, Mar. 6, 2009]

§ 660.305 Vessel identification.
(a) Display. The operator of a vessel
that is over 25 ft (7.6 m) in length and
is engaged in commercial fishing for
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groundfish must display the vessel’s official number on the port and starboard
sides of the deckhouse or hull, and on
a weather deck so as to be visible from
above. The number must contrast with
the background and be in block Arabic
numerals at least 18 inches (45.7 cm)
high for vessels over 65 ft (19.8 m) long
and at least 10 inches (25.4 cm) high for
vessels between 25 and 65 ft (7.6 and 19.8
m) in length. The length of a vessel for
purposes of this section is the length
set forth in USCG records or in state
records, if no USCG record exists.
(b) Maintenance of numbers. The operator of a vessel engaged in commercial
fishing for groundfish must keep the
identifying markings required by paragraph (a) of this section clearly legible
and in good repair, and must ensure
that no part of the vessel, its rigging,
or its fishing gear obstructs the view of
the official number from an enforcement vessel or aircraft.
(c) Commercial passenger vessels. This
section does not apply to vessels carrying fishing parties on a per-capita
basis or by charter.
§ 660.306 Prohibitions.
In addition to the general prohibitions specified in § 600.725 of this chapter, it is unlawful for any person to:
(a) General. (1) Sell, offer to sell, or
purchase any groundfish taken in the
course of recreational groundfish fishing.
(2)Retain any prohibited species (defined in § 660.302 and restricted in
§ 660.370(e)) caught by means of fishing
gear authorized under this subpart, unless authorized by part 600 or part 300
of this chapter. Prohibited species
must be returned to the sea as soon as
practicable with a minimum of injury
when caught and brought on board.
(3) Falsify or fail to affix and maintain vessel and gear markings as required by § 660.305 or §§ 660.382 and
660.383.
(4) Fish for groundfish in violation of
any terms or conditions attached to an
EFP under § 600.745 of this chapter or
§ 660.350.
(5) Fish for groundfish using gear not
authorized in this subpart or in violation of any terms or conditions attached to an EFP under § 660.350 or part
600 of this chapter.

§ 660.306
(6) Take and retain, possess, or land
more groundfish than specified under
§§ 660.370 through 660.373 or §§ 660.381
through 660.385, or under an EFP issued
under § 660.350 or part 600 of this chapter.
(7) Fail to sort, prior to the first
weighing
after
offloading,
those
groundfish species or species groups for
which there is a trip limit, size limit,
scientific sorting designation, quota,
harvest guideline, or OY, if the vessel
fished or landed in an area during a
time when such trip limit, size limit,
scientific sorting designation, quota,
harvest guideline, or OY applied.
(8) Possess, deploy, haul, or carry onboard a fishing vessel subject to this
subpart a set net, trap or pot, longline,
or commercial vertical hook-and-line
that is not in compliance with the gear
restrictions in §§ 660.382 and 660.383, unless such gear is the gear of another
vessel that has been retrieved at sea
and made inoperable or stowed in a
manner not capable of being fished.
The disposal at sea of such gear is prohibited by Annex V of the International Convention for the Prevention
of Pollution From Ships, 1973 (Annex V
of MARPOL 73/78).
(9) When requested or required by an
authorized officer, refuse to present
fishing gear for inspection, refuse to
present fish subject to such persons
control for inspections; or interfere
with a fishing gear or marine animal or
plant life inspection.
(10) Take, retain, possess, or land
more than a single cumulative limit of
a particular species, per vessel, per applicable cumulative limit period, except for sablefish taken in the primary
limited entry, fixed gear sablefish season from a vessel authorized under
§ 660.372(a) to participate in that season, as described at § 660.372(b).
(11) Take and retain, possess, or land
groundfish in excess of the landing
limit for the open access fishery without having a valid limited entry permit
for the vessel affixed with a gear endorsement for the gear used to catch
the fish.
(12) Transfer fish to another vessel at
sea unless a vessel is participating in
the primary whiting fishery as part of
the mothership or catcher-processor
sectors, as described at § 660.373(a).
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